BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
RULING

RULING #251
DATE: 11/23/2019
NAME: Jacob Radosevich
DOB: 1/14/1993
PERMIT: # Jockey

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:
Jockey Jacob Radosevich is hereby reinstated after having paid his fines.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after
the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the
Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the
amount of $500.00.

Chief Steward

Steward
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 11/23/2019
RULING #: 252
TO: Shelly Radosevich
DOB: 2/5/1969
PERMIT #: 31322 Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Industrial Laboratories reported sample #E337700 taken from the horse "Uncle Dave" which finished 4th in the 6th race on Monday, October 21, 2019 did contain the drug Hydroxyzine (approximately 0.972 ng/ml). Ms. Radosevich elected not to send a split sample and waived her right to a hearing.

Ms. Radosevich is found to be in violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-49.4.a.1 and is fined five hundred dollars ($500.00) and is suspended fifteen days (15) beginning Monday, December 2, 2019 through and including Monday, December 16, 2019.

This medication/prohibited substance violation is the permit holders first offense in a 365 day period for a substance carrying a B penalty. The permit holder has zero (0) prior points for the multiple medication point system and is assessed four (4) points for this violation.
The horse "Uncle Dave" is disqualified from all purse monies and the purse is to be redistributed as follows:

1st) Fight Master
2nd) Elwood's Advice
3rd) Amace
4th) Fulmer
5th) Indian Companion
6th) Take A Risk
7th) Explore
8th) Street Factor

The horsemen's bookkeeper is requested to make the necessary adjustments.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]

Chief Steward

[Signatures]

Steward

[Signatures]
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK

RULING

RULING #253
DATE: 11/25/2019
NAME: James Jackson
DOB: 4/16/1946
PERMIT: # 28138 Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Trainer James Jackson is hereby fined one hundred dollars ($100.00) for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-44.1. “its breed registration certificate is not on file with the association’s racing secretary one-half (1/2) hour before post time for the first race; the stewards may waive this requirement if the information contained on the registration certificate is otherwise available and the horse is otherwise correctly identified to the steward’s satisfaction; provided that the stewards shall not waive this requirement if the horse is scheduled to start in a claiming race.”

Mr. Jackson failed to have the foal registration papers on file with the Racing Secretary’s office for the horse “Streen Factor” for the running of the 6th race on Monday, November 25, 2019, necessitating a late scratch.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Roboic Reed
Chief Steward

Misa Grad
Steward

Philip J. Heidemacht
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
RULING

RULING #254
DATE: 11/25/2019
NAME: Brandon Ates
DOB: 5/27/1978
PERMIT: # 28223 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Owner/Trainer Brandon Ates is hereby fined two hundred dollars ($200.00) for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-26.3.g. "Each trainer is responsible for presenting his or her horse and being present in the paddock at a time appointed before post time of the race in which the horse is entered."

Failure to have the horse "Last Woodman" present in the paddock for the 5th race on Monday, November 25, 2019, necessitating a late scratch.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Robert Reed
Chief Steward

Mark Andis
Steward

Philip J. Heidtmann
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK

RULING

RULING #255
DATE: 11/25/2019
NAME: Yuri Yaranga
DOB: 9/9/2061
PERMIT: # 26048 Jockey

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Jockey Yuri Yaranga (after a review of the 2nd race from Sunday, November 24, 2019 in the jocks room) is hereby suspended for three (3) Mountaineer Park race days. Mr. Yaranga's days of suspension will be Sunday, December 1, 2019, Monday, December 2, 2019 and Tuesday, December 3, 2019 for violation of WV Rule of Racing section(s) 178-1-45.7.b.1 and 178-1-45.7.c.1.

The Board of Stewards determined that #7 "Spyderbolt" ridden by Mr. Yaranga did angle in causing interference with #8 "Yes Darlin" near the 3/16 pole, during the running of the 5 1/2 furlong race on the main track.

As per WV Rule of Racing 178-1-28.1.f, Mr. Yaranga is permitted to gallop while under this suspension.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Chief Steward

Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
RULING

RULING #256
DATE: 11/25/2019
NAME: Marshall T Campbell
DOB: 8/1/1956
PERMIT: # 29736 Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:
Trainer Marshall T Campbell is hereby reinstated after having paid his fines.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after
the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the
Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the
amount of $500.00.

Robert C. Reed
Chief Steward

Mar. Ands
Steward

Philip J. Hoffner
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
RULING

RULING #257

DATE: 11/25/2019

NAME: Kevin Fields

DOB: 9/24/1968

PERMIT: # 23193 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

A hearing notice was issued on Friday, November 8, 2019 to owner/trainer Kevin fields for a hearing in the Stewards office at Mountaineer Park Racetrack on Monday, November 18, 2019 at 11:00 am. The hearing notice was sent by certified mail and signed for. The hearing notice was regarding alleged violations of WV Rule of Racing section (s) 178-1-24.11.d, 178-1-24.11.e, 178-1-24.11.gg and 178-1-24.11.q of the Thoroughbred Racing Rules, 178 C.S.R.1. Regarding taking checks from Owner/Trainer Shawn Marks. Falsifying and cashing checks belonging to Shawn Marks. Abandoning the thoroughbreds “Want” and “Paisley Princess”.

After conducting a hearing (Kevin Fields was not present) the Board of Stewards find Mr. Fields in violation of WV Rules of Racing 178-1-24.11.d, 178-1-24.11.e, 178-1-24.11.gg and 178-1-24.11.q of the Thoroughbred Racing Rules, 178 C.S.R.1.

Kevin Fields owner/trainer permit #23193 is hereby revoked. Mr. Fields is hereby fined five hundred dollars ($500.00) Mr. Fields will be eligible to apply for a permit on January 1, 2021.

Mr. Fields is denied access to the grounds under the jurisdiction of the WV Racing Commission.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]

Chief Steward

Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 11/30/2019
RULING #: 258
TO: David Treharne
DOB: 1/11/1979
PERMIT #: 24518 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E335422 taken from the horse “Empty Prize” which finished 4th in the 6th race on Sunday, August 4, 2019 did contain Ketoprofen confirmed in blood at 34.7 ng/ml and Flunixin confirmed in blood at 528 ng/ml. Mr. Treharne declined to send a split sample and waived his right to a hearing.

Mr. Treharne is found to be in violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-49.6.c.1, a class 1 NSAID stacking violation (penalty class B) and is fined five hundred dollars ($500.00) as well as suspended fifteen (15) days effective Tuesday, December 3, 2019 through and including Sunday, December 17, 2019.

Mr. Treharne has one (1) previous point for the multiple medication violation system and is assigned two (2) points for this medication violation, giving him a total of three (3) points.
The horse "Empty Prize" is disqualified from all purse monies and the purse is to be redistributed as follows:

1st) Stick Man
2nd) One Buck Roma
3rd) Artavia
4th) Kelcorcee
5th) Old Dude
6th) Urduaz
7th) Masquerade Party

The horsemen's bookkeeper is requested to make the necessary adjustments.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]
Chief Steward
Steward
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK

RULING

RULING #259
DATE: 12/2/2019
NAME: David Treharne
DOB: 1/11/1979
PERMIT: # 24518 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Trainer David Treharne is hereby fined one hundred dollars ($100.00) for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-44.1. "its breed registration certificate is not on file with the association’s racing secretary one-half (1/2) hour before post time for the first race; the stewards may waive this requirement if the information contained on the registration certificate is otherwise available and the horse is otherwise correctly identified to the steward’s satisfaction; provided that the stewards shall not waive this requirement if the horse is scheduled to start in a claiming race."

Mr. Treharne failed to have the foal registration papers on file with the Racing Secretary’s office for the horse “Jailtime” for the running of the 1st race on Sunday, December 1, 2019, necessitating a late scratch.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Signed

Chief Steward

Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS  
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK  
RULING

RULING #261  
DATE: 12/2/2019  
NAME: Glenn Harrison  
DOB: 9/30/1960  
PERMIT: # 23100 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Owner/Trainer Glenn Harrison is hereby fined one hundred dollars ($100.00) for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-44.17. “there is no current negative test certificate for Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA) attached to its breed registration certificate or proof of a negative test certificate is not otherwise available;”

Mr. Harrison failed to have a negative Coggins on file for the horse “DiColas Cowgirl” resulting in a late scratch from the 6th race on Monday, December 2, 2019.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]
Chief Steward
Steward
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
RULING

RULING #263
DATE: 12/4/2019
NAME: Ashley Fultz
DOB: 6/19/1996
PERMIT: # 29372 Accounting

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Ashley Fultz is hereby summarily suspended pending a hearing on Monday, December 16, 2019 at 11:00 am for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1.24.3.n. Refusing testing ordered by the Board of Stewards on Monday, December 2, 2019.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Chief Steward

Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS  
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK  

RULING

RULING #264
DATE: 12/4/2019
NAME: Rashawn Williams
DOB: 2/23/1989
PERMIT: # 27839 Groom & # 26436 Exercise Rider

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Rashawn Williams is hereby summarily suspended pending a hearing on Tuesday, December 17, 2019 at 11:00 am for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-24.3.i. Refusing testing ordered by the Board of Stewards on Tuesday, December 3, 2019.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Chief Steward

Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK

RULING

RULING #265
DATE: 12/4/2019
NAME: Cally Ann Herrington
PERMIT: # 30756 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Owner/Trainer Cally Ann Herrington is hereby fined one hundred dollars ($100.00) for violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-44.17. "there is no current negative test certificate for Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA) attached to its breed registration certificate or proof of a negative test certificate is not otherwise available;"

Ms. Harrington failed to have a negative Coggins on file for the horse "Hickory Island" resulting in a late scratch from the 7th race on Wednesday, December 4, 2019.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]
Chief Steward
[Signature]
Steward
[Signature]
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 12/10/2019
RULING #: 266
TO: Oswaldo Urbaneja
DOB: 1/15/1975
PERMIT #: 26750 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E337903 taken from the horse “Pirate Explosive” which finished 3rd in the 4th race on Sunday, November 10, 2019 did contain Flunixin confirmed in blood at 21.1 ng/ml and Phenylbutazone confirmed in blood at 0.775 ug/ml.

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E337941 take from the horse “Fast Point” which finished 1st in the 9th race on Monday, November 18, 2019 did contain Phenylbutazone confirmed in blood at 2.73 ug/ml.

Mr. Urbaneja waived his right to a hearing and is found to be in violation of WV Rule(s) of Racing # 178-1-49.4.a.2 and 178-1-49.6.c.2.a.

Mr. Urbaneja is hereby suspended 15 days effective Sunday, December 1, 2019 through and including Sunday, December 15, 2019 and is fined seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00.)

Mr. Urbaneja has 2 prior points for the multiple medication violation system and is assigned 2 ½ points for these violations, giving him a total of 4 ¼ points.
The horse "Pirate Explosive" is disqualified from all purse monies and the purse is to be redistributed as follows:

1st) Bankx Turbo
2nd) Black Candy
3rd) R.C. Owens
4th) First Things First
5th) Machen Bets
6th) Two Gold Spots

The horsemen's bookkeeper is requested to make the necessary adjustments.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]

Chief Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 12/10/2019
RULING #: 267
TO: Karl Meeks
DOB: 11/6/1955
PERMIT #: 27400 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E337927 taken from the horse "Machen of the Hill" which finished 4th in the 6th race on Wednesday, November 13, 2019 did contain Ketoprofen confirmed in blood at a concentration level of 5.53 ng/ml.

Mr. Meeks is hereby fined two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00). He has no previous points for the multiple medication violation system and is assigned ½ points for this medication violation.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signatures]
Chief Steward
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
RULING

RULING #268
DATE: 12/19/2019
NAME: Emanuel Ramirez
DOB: 4/11/1982
PERMIT: # Jockey

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Jockey Emanuel Ramirez is hereby reinstated to good standing after having paid all fines owed to the West Virginia Racing Commission.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.6.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signature]
Chief Steward

[Signature]
Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 12/19/2019
RULING #: 269
TO: John W. Baird
DOB: 6/21/1945
PERMIT #: 28731 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Having waived his right to a hearing, trainer John Baird is hereby found to be in violation of WV Rule of Racing # 178-1-49.4.a.1.

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E338014 taken from the horse “Linda’s Music” which finished 1st in the 6th race on Tuesday, November 26, 2019 did contain Gabapentin confirmed in blood (approximately 659 pg/ml). Mr. Baird elected not to send a split sample.

Based on the guidelines set forth in table 178-1 of the Thoroughbred Racing Rules and considering mitigating circumstances, the Board of Stewards hereby fine Mr. Baird five hundred dollars ($500.00) and he is assessed zero points.

The horse “Linda’s Music” is disqualified from all purse monies and the purse is to be redistributed as follows:

1st) Let's get it perfect
2nd) Bivian
3rd) Because she can do it
4th) Wild Looker
5th) La Coyota
6th) Magna Belle
The horsemen's bookkeeper is requested to make the necessary adjustments.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1.8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Chief Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 12/23/2019
RULING #: 270
TO: Carlos Inirio
DOB: 5/15/1977
PERMIT #: 31578 Owner/Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E338031 taken from the horse "Dilemma" which finished 1st in the 3rd race on Monday, December 2, 2019 did contain Ethamsylate confirmed in blood (approximately 1.92 ug/ml). Ethamsylate is a class 4 drug carrying a B penalty.

Mr. Inirio waived his right to a hearing and elected not to send a split sample. The Board of Stewards concludes that Mr. Inirio has violated section 178-1-49.4.a.1 of the Thoroughbred Racing Rule, 178 C.S.R.1. This medication/prohibited substance violation is the permit holders first offense in a 365 day period for medication/prohibited substance violation carrying a category B penalty. The permit holder has accumulated zero points under the multiple medication violation point system prior to this ruling. The points assessed for this medication/prohibited substance violation are four (4) pursuant to section 178-1-49.3.m of the Thoroughbred Racing Rules.

Based on the guidelines set forth in table 178-1 of the Thoroughbred Racing Rules, the Board of Stewards hereby fine Mr. Inirio five hundred dollars ($500.00) and Mr. Inirio is suspended for fifteen (15) days starting Tuesday, December 24, 2019 through and including Tuesday, January 7, 2020.
The horse "Dilemma" is disqualified from all purse monies and the purse is to be redistributed as follows:

1st) Here’s To You
2nd) Lisnet
3rd) Princess Juliet
4th) Dragon Breath
5th) Miss Lady Vargas

The horsemen’s bookkeeper is requested to make the necessary adjustments.

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

Chief Steward

Steward
BEFORE THE BOARD OF STEWARDS
MOUNTAINEER RACETRACK
MULTIPLE MEDICATION VIOLATION RULING

DATE: 12/23/2019
RULING #: 271
TO: Crystal Richison
DOB: 11/10/1978
PERMIT #: 24489 Trainer

The Stewards hereby impose the following penalty:

Industrial Laboratories reported sample # E337995 taken from the horse "Balotelli" which finished 1st in the 9th race on Monday, December 2, 2019 did contain Flunixin confirmed in blood at (28.9 ng/ml).

Ms. Richison is found to be in violation of WV Rule of Racing 178-1-49.4.a.2 and is fined two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00). Ms. Richison is also issued one-half point (1/2).

All fines imposed by the stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission within 7 calendar days after the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered by the Stewards, per WV Rule of Racing number 178-1-8.5.n. After 7 days all permits will be suspended without notice until fines have been paid.

You have the right to appeal this ruling to the Racing Commission. Your appeal must be received in the Commission Office within 20 days of your receipt of the ruling and must include a security fee in the amount of $500.00.

[Signature]
Chief Steward

[Signature]
Steward